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Dear Customer,

Welcome to the TOPTICA community!

We have designed this product to be easy to use and reliable so that you can focus on your work. If you have questions or need advice on how to integrate it into your setup, please contact us immediately so we can walk you through the process. We will provide you with quick and competent help through our service staff and product managers.

You can contact us in the following ways:

- Internet: service.toptica.com. In our support section you can find a list of frequently asked questions and a service contact form
- Email: service@toptica.com
- Phone: +49-89-85837-150.

Our customers in the USA and Canada may contact TOPTICA Photonics Inc.:

- Phone: +1-585-657-6663

Please have your product ID and serial number ready when contacting us so we can quickly retrieve all relevant information.

As we are constantly improving our products, we greatly value all customer feedback. We encourage you to tell us what you like about our products as well as any suggestions for improvement.

Best regards,

Harald Ellmann
Service Manager
TOPTICA Photonics AG
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1 General

The TOPTICA FIBERDOCK is a compact, rugged fiber coupler designed to be easy to use, while still having all the required degrees of freedom to allow maximum coupling efficiency to be achieved. The modular design allows a large range of lenses and standard fiber types to be accommodated within a single design. The monolithic construction results in improved long term stability when compared to traditional designs. By virtually eliminating mechanical coupling (cross talk) between the various alignment axes, as well as reducing hysteresis, a more intuitive and systematic approach to adjustment is facilitated, allowing higher coupling efficiencies to be achieved in shorter periods. Once aligned, all axes can be individually locked, required minimal correction of alignment during locking.

1.1 Mounting Requirements

The FIBERDOCK can be mounted on various mounting adaptors (supplied by TOPTICA Photonics AG) or directly to your laser device. For mounting dimensions see section 4.2. The laser output beam or the mount position should be adjusted (if possible) so that the beam is centered to the mount, as well as being perpendicular to the mounting surface.
2 Quickstart

CAUTION! Do not apply excessive force on the FiberDock mechanics when making adjustments, especially when an adjustment screw has reached its end stop! Doing so may cause damage of internal parts.

NOTE! This quickstart guide applies only in case the FiberDock is factory mounted to a Toptica Photonics laser system and the fiber is supplied with. The use of a power meter is recommended for proper alignment.

1. Remove the screws (1) and the covers (2) (see Figure 2).

Figure 1 FiberDock quickstart alignment

2. Connect the fiber to the FiberDock and to the power meter. Switch ON the laser.

   2.1. Using the X- and Y- fiber alignment screws (13), adjust the fiber position until the power meter reading is maximized.

   2.2 Turn the lens focus adjustment screw (14) until the power meter reading is maximized.

   2.3 Repeat steps 2.1 and 2.2 iteratively until the desired output power is reached

3. Fix the FiberDock covers (see Figure 2).
3 Mounting and Alignment of the FiberDock

For proper mounting and alignment of the FiberDock to your laser device please follow the procedure below.

**DANGER !** For certain mounting and aligning steps it may be necessary to switch on the laser device. Do not look into any exiting beam of your laser device under conditions which exceed the limits for laser class 1 specified by the United States Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health and Human Services, Center for Devices and Radiological Health, 21 CFR 1040.10 and 2 CFR 1040.11. Take precautions to eliminate exposure to a direct or reflected beam. Always wear appropriate laser safety goggles.

**CAUTION !** Alignment must be performed at low laser powers in order to prevent the fiber from being damaged.

**CAUTION !** Check whether your laser device requires an optical isolator in order to prevent the laser from being disturbed by back reflections.

**CAUTION !** Do not apply excessive force on the FiberDock mechanics when making adjustments, especially when an adjustment screw has reached its end stop! Doing so may cause damage of internal parts.

1. Check the X- and Y- position of the exiting beam of the laser device at a distance of approx. 8 cm in front of the FiberDock mounting plane. It is recommended to mark the position of the beam spot on a sheet of paper or an IR-card for later reference.

2. Remove the screws (1) and the covers (2). Remove the screws and washers (3) and the Fiber Manipulator Plate (FMP, 4) from the Lens Manipulator Assembly (LMA, 5) as shown in Figure 2.

---

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Figure 2**  
Removing the covers and the Fiber Manipulator Plate
3. If a mounting adaptor has been supplied with your FIBERDock, fix it to the laser device (see detailed description of the mounting adaptor). Mount the LMA (5) on the adaptor using 4 screws M2 of appropriate length so that all adjustment screws are accessible, especially the lens focus adjustment (see items (15, 16) in Figure 5).

![Figure 3 Centering the lens](image)

4. Switch ON the laser and check the X- and Y- position of the laser beam passing the LMA and compare with the beam position found in step 1. To align the lens loosen the four lens mounting screws (6) 1/8 turn and center the lens to the beam by using the lens alignment screws (7, 8) until the spot of the laser beam has the same position as found in step 1.

![NOTE !](image)

5. Switch OFF the laser.

![NOTE !](image)
Figure 4  Mounting the Fiber Manipulator Plate

5. Fix the FMP (4) to the LMA (5) with the four screws and washers (3) so that the fiber alignment screws (9) are accessible.

NOTE ! Fiber Adaptor (10) and Angle Plate (12) always have to be mounted as a sub-assembly in the orientation shown in Figure 4.

For PM-fibers:
The slot of the fiber adaptor (10) must be orientated to the polarization plane. Unscrew screws (11) in order to remove and rotate fiber adaptor (10) together with angle plate (12) if necessary. Fix with screws (11).

For PC-fibers:
Rotate fiber adaptor (10) depending on the laser polarization. The spacer plate (only on request) is manufactured for use with standard PC-fibers.

For APC-fibers:
Rotate fiber adaptor (10) together with angle plate (12) depending on the laser polarization and the fiber angle orientation. The supplied angle plate is manufactured for use with standard APC-fibers.
6. **Alignment of a SM-fiber as an example for the general FMP alignment:**

   The use of a power meter is recommended for proper alignment. Connect the fiber to the FiberDock and to the power meter.

   Switch ON the laser.

   6.1. Using the X- and Y- fiber alignment screws (13), adjust the fiber position until the power meter reading is maximized.

   6.2. Turn the lens focus adjustment screw (14) until the power meter reading is maximized.

   6.3. Repeat steps 6.1 and 6.2 iteratively until the desired output power is reached.

   **NOTE !** In case the desired output power is not reached and the lens focus adjustment has reached one end stop please proceed as follows:
   Set the lens focus adjustment back to center position and release the lens clamping screw (15). Shift lens mount by means of the slot (16) approx. 0.5 mm in the desired direction and fix lens clamping screw (15) again. Repeat from step 6.1.

7. Should the output power still is not be sufficient the lens centering can be fine tuned to achieve maximum power as described in step 4 but without removing the FMP and only by observing the power meter.

   **NOTE !** This procedure is absolute necessary with small laser beam diameters (< 2 mm 1/e²).

8. Fasten the four lens mounting screws (items (6) in Figure 3.

8. Fix the FiberDock covers (see Figure 2).
3.1 Additional PM-Fiber Alignment

Basic polarization alignment is performed as shown in Figure 6.

**NOTE!** Fiber Adaptor (10) and Angle Plate (12) always have to be mounted as a sub-assembly in the orientation shown in Figure 4.

For fine polarization alignment defocus the laser beam by turning the focus adjustment screw (14) to increase the spot size at the fiber. After loosening the four screws (3) the FMP (4) can be rotated by ± 4° and must be adjusted by an appropriate measuring method.

After the polarization alignment please repeat from alignment step 6 in section 3 to ensure that maximum coupling efficiency is again reached.
4 Appendix

4.1 Specifications

- Fiber Type: MM, SM, PM
- Connector: APC, PC
- Lens Focal Length: up to 30 mm
- Wavelength Range: 350 nm to 2000 nm
- Size (BxHxL): 40 mm x 40 mm x 41 mm
- Coupling Efficiency: up to 85 % in a SM Fiber, up to 90 % in a MM Fiber
- Beam Diameter: up to 6 mm
- Environmental conditions:
  - Operation temperature: +15 °C .. +30 °C, rel. humidity non condensing
  - Transport/storage temperature: 0 °C .. +40 °C, rel. humidity non condensing
- Weight: 230 g

4.2 FIBERDock Main Dimensions

Figure 7  FIBERDock main dimensions
4.3 FIBERDOCK Mounting Adaptor Main Dimensions

Figure 8 FIBERDOCK Mounting Adaptor main dimensions
4.4 EU Legislation for Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE)

Companies selling electrical and electronic goods in the European Union must conform to the EU legislation for electrical and electronic equipment (EEE), which includes the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive (WEEE). Assigned duties affect product design of the equipment, disposal of used appliances as well as organizational responsibilities, i.e., product registration.

There are different requirements for household WEEE and that which is sold business to business (B2B). All equipment TOPTICA Photonics AG handles is classed as B2B. TOPTICA is registered at the Competent Authority (Stiftung Elektro-Altgeräte Register EAR) under No. DE70442884.

At end-of-life return your product back to TOPTICA. TOPTICA will dispose used equipment in such a manner as to meet all relevant local, country and EU requirements and guideline.

To return products please mark them clearly with “intended for disposal”. Contact TOPTICA prior to shipping and send them to the following address:

TOPTICA Photonics AG
Lochhamer Schlag 19
D-82166 Graefelfing
5 Guarantee and Service

On the following page you will find the **Guarantee Registration Form** in which the warranty conditions are defined. Please complete in the Guarantee Registration Form immediately after you receive your device and return it to ToPTICA Photonics AG by mail or fax.

As a first step toward obtaining technical support, please contact your local distributor or visit the support pages on our web site: [http://www.toptica.com/support/](http://www.toptica.com/support/).

In case you wish to return a product for diagnosis and/or repair, please contact us prior to sending it so we can issue a **Return Material Authorization** (RMA) number for you.

You can contact us in the following ways:

- **Internet:** service.toptica.com. In our support section you can find a list of frequently asked questions and a service contact form.
- **Email:** service@toptica.com
- **Phone:** +49-89-85837-150.

Our customers in the USA and Canada may contact ToPTICA Photonics Inc.:

- **Phone:** +1-585-657-6663
Guarantee Conditions

The products of TOPTICA Photonics AG are produced with the greatest possible care using high-quality components and are checked in detail before being delivered. Therefore, as the manufacturer, TOPTICA Photonics AG gives a guarantee of durability according to the following terms:

1. TOPTICA Photonics AG guarantees the buyer that there will be no defects in the product based on defective material or processing, for a period of 12 months from first delivery (guarantee period). Natural wear and tear as well as defects resulting from improper use or use contrary to the specifications, from failure to observe operating instructions, from insufficient maintenance and care or from modifications, interventions or attempted repairs that are neither carried out nor authorized by TOPTICA Photonics AG, are not covered by the guarantee.

2. Unless expressly stated in the order acknowledgement or the invoice semiconductor light emitting devices like laser diodes, tapered amplifier chips etc. whether sold as single parts or integrated in systems are not covered by the guarantee.

3. If a defect covered by the guarantee arises during the guarantee period, TOPTICA Photonics AG shall rectify such defect within a reasonable period at its own discretion by repairing or replacing the product or the defective part.

4. The guarantee period shall commence upon delivery of the product by TOPTICA Photonics AG or by a third party that obtained the product directly from TOPTICA Photonics AG for the purpose of selling it to the buyer. The claim under the guarantee shall be excluded if the defect is not notified to TOPTICA Photonics AG in writing immediately after having been discovered, and no later than one month after expiry of the guarantee period.

5. No claims may be derived from this guarantee other than claims for rectification of the defects falling within the scope hereof, in accordance with the present terms. In particular, the buyer is not entitled under this guarantee to claim damages or a reduction in price from TOPTICA Photonics AG, or to rescind the contract. Potential, more far-reaching claims of the buyer against its seller shall not be affected by this guarantee.

6. Important!: The obligation of TOPTICA Photonics AG under this guarantee is subject to the condition that the buyer gives his/her express consent to them by sending the signed duplicate of this form to TOPTICA Photonics AG immediately after delivery, also truthfully indicating the model number, the serial number and the date on which the product was delivered.

7. The buyer may not assign claims under this guarantee to third parties without the prior written consent of TOPTICA Photonics AG.

8. This guarantee is governed by substantive German law to the exclusion of the provisions of the UN-Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG). The Regional Court [Landgericht] Munich I shall be the court of exclusive international, local and subject-matter jurisdiction for legal disputes arising under or in connection with this guarantee.

I request the above mentioned guarantee for the purchased products and herewith consent to the above mentioned Guarantee Conditions:

Model No.: ____________________ Date: ____________________

Serial No.: ____________________ Signature: ____________________

Date of Delivery: ____________________ Name/Title: ____________________

To be completed by the buyer and returned to TOPTICA Photonics AG by mail or fax (+49 - 89 – 85837 – 200).
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